9:00-9:30 AM: Breakfast (Walsh Library Lobby, near security desk)

9:30-10:30 AM: Fordham Project Showcase with Dr. Nicholas Paul (Director, Center for Medieval Studies) and Dr. Maryanne Kowaleski (History). An introduction to DH at Fordham for grad students, faculty, and staff, as well as our team-based philosophy and training. (WL 044)

10:30-11:30 AM: Structuring Data for Digital Humanities with Shawn Hill (Instructional Technologist for Digital Scholarship and Pedagogy). Digitizing material for mapping, network analysis, and more, is often a manual process that should, ideally, begin the moment you begin to look at sources. In order to gather this data in the most efficient way possible, this presentation will focus on best practices that will save you time, effort, and tears when it comes time to translate what you’ve found into an informative digital visualization. (WL 044)

11:30-11:45 AM: Break

11:45 AM-12:30 PM: Introduction to Omeka with Katherina Fostano (Art History and Music, Digital Resources Curator). Omeka is a web-publishing platform for libraries, museums, archives, and for visualizing digital collections. Katherina will showcase the capabilities of this versatile platform. (WL 044)

12:30 PM-1:30 PM: Lunch (O’Hare Special Collections)

1:30-2:30 PM: Introduction to Digital Mapping with Heather V. Hill (MLIS, Pratt). Heather will introduce the basics of digital mapping, including types of maps one can make with digital tools and examples of what others have created. She will then go over background information on Carto, a digital mapping platform, followed by a presentation of how to build a simple map using this tool. (WL 044)

2:30-3:30 PM Introduction to TEI with John P. McCaskey (Fordham Medieval Studies Affiliated Scholar). John will present the basics that everyone working in digital humanities should know about TEI, a framework for digi-

Please RSVP by Friday, August 17 to medievals@fordham.edu
9:00-9:30 AM: Breakfast (Walsh Library Lobby, near security desk)

9:30-10:15 AM: Procedures, Planning, and Resources with Katherina Fostano, Patrick DeBrosse (PhD Candidate, History) and Amanda Racine (PhD Candidate, History). Katherina will discuss the various digital resources and support available to students and faculty at Fordham, and the procedures for implementing your own Wordpress or Omeka site. Patrick and Amanda will provide some insight into how they grew their own DH project, including planning workflow and scholarly collaboration. (WL 044)

10:15-11:15 AM: Hands on Omeka with Katherina Fostano. Katherina will show the ways that Omeka can be used for teaching or for personal research, and you will have the chance to test out Omeka on your own. (WL 044)

11:15-11:30 AM: Break

11:30 AM-12:30 PM: Hands on Carto with Heather V. Hill. Heather will guide participants in creating their own maps. Those with their own data are encouraged to bring it, but a sample dataset will be provided for those who do not have one. Any remaining time will be open for experimenting with Carto’s features. (WL 044)

12:30-1:30 PM: Lunch (O’Hare Special Collections)

1:30-2:30 PM: Hands on TEI with Patrick DeBrosse and Amanda Racine. Patrick and Amanda will walk you through using TEI on your own with a demonstration from Medieval Studies’ Siege of Antioch Project, an annotated online edition of an epic poem encoded using TEI. (WL 044)

2:30-3:00 PM: DH and the Library with Tierney Gleason (Reference and Digital Humanities Librarian). Curious about how libraries and librarians fit into the DH landscape? Tierney will explain the roles of librarians as practitioners of DH. She will cover resources at Fordham Libraries and beyond, as well as key areas of scholarship including data management, copyright guidance, metadata support, and scholarly communications. (WL 044)

3:15 PM: Join us for a tour of the Fordham Museum of Greek, Etruscan, and Roman Art with Curator Dr. Jennifer Udell!

Please RSVP by Friday, August 17 to medievals@fordham.edu